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13 East Street, Magill, SA 5072

Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 4 Area: 456 m2 Type: House
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Expressions of Interest

Refined Real Estate are excited to welcome you to an expansive offering boasting size, space and style showcasing a

renovated family home proudly positioned in the heart of the highly sought-after location of Magill, a distinguished

residence at 13 East Street will be sure to suit you and your families needs and wants with ease. Boasting a commanding

presence and impressive facade, this ultra accommodating home presents a unique opportunity for an extraordinary

lifestyle designed to surpass your expectations. Boasting an impressive internal building area in excess of 500 square

metres providing an abundance of space and comfort for a relaxed and comfortable lifestyle.Your generous layout

wonderfully encompassing 5 - 6 bedrooms with 4 beautifully designed bathrooms, superbly setting the standard for

modern contemporary living. Each of the bedrooms are fitted with built-in robes, ensuring ample storage space for all

your needs. Your grand master bedroom comes complete with an opulent ensuite and an expansive walk-in robe, creating

a private sanctuary for relaxation and rejuvenation.Indulge in the ultimate in-home spa experience with the luxurious spa

bath, a perfect retreat for unwinding and pampering oneself in the comfort of your very own home. This home is

impeccably presented, showcasing a seamless blend of modern elegance and timeless sophistication, making it an ideal

haven for those who appreciate comfort, space and style.Beyond its generous interiors, this remarkable residence offers a

well-manicured outdoor area, perfect for hosting gatherings or simply enjoying the serenity of the surrounding Eastern

environment. This amazing property also offers adequate space for the entire family to enjoy freedom and comfort with

multiple living zones over two enticing levels and also features a rustic cellar perfect for your vintage wine collection.

Features:Ultra accommodating homeExpansive & impressiveRenovated & updated5 – 6 bedrooms4 valuable

bathroomsHuge 370m2 of internal build Flexible accommodationMultiple living zonesEnormous open plan

designImpeccably presented interiors Modern sophistication Well-manicured outdoor area Rustic red brick cellarPrime

location Tranquill setting Plus so much more.Secure this rare opportunity to own a piece of paradise in the prestigious

neighbourhood surrounded by so many local amenities. Experience living for today and create lasting memories for

tomorrow. Contact Helen Gong or Alexi Broikos today and step into your next level of living.


